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Rajiv Tsigankovich, who heads up the FIFA Division’s HyperMotion Technology Group, explains Fifa 22 Product Key’s use of HyperMotion and the advancements it brings to the game. “The new technology in FIFA 22 is
called HyperMotion, and it’s already getting great response from players,” says Rajiv. “The main features of HyperMotion are: Real Player Interactions - Compared to FIFA 21, simulations of real player interactions are
more authentic and less predictable. Players will start to use the ball as per their real-life tendencies. Tactile Sensations - This includes different textures and more accurate player reactions to the ball, the contact
surface, the ground, etc. This also leads to better player anticipation. Read, React & Cope - The new system allows more fluid player responses to the ball during in-game situations, where key decisions need to be
taken immediately. These include last-ditch tackles, successful dribbles, perfectly timed through balls etc.” As the future of FIFA on PlayStation is set out in the game’s roadmap, Rajiv explains the many features that
will be included in FIFA 22 on PlayStation. What’s new with FIFA on PlayStation? “The roadmap for FIFA on PlayStation will, like with every version of FIFA, introduce new features and content to expand the FIFA World
Cup experience, while maintaining that game-play authenticity and flair that makes FIFA the brand it is. “HyperMotion and HyperSmoothing have been hugely successful on Xbox One and PC. The numbers show that,
with HyperMotion, players actually run and move more naturally and naturally get themselves into the right position for key actions such as one-versus-ones, free kicks, shots, passes, interceptions, crosses and
dribbles. The HyperSmoothing has created an even further improvement to the running & movement experience, with players naturally darting away from tackles without the need for artificial intelligence. “FIFA on
PlayStation will use HyperMotion to enhance the FIFA World Cup experience. With FIFA World Cup 20 on PlayStation, we were able to capture only the movement of the players’ heads and shoulders - which is 20 per
cent of the movement available. This is clearly not enough to give players the fully authentic experience they’ve come to expect.” Being in High Definition is more than ‘just’ a visual
Fifa 22 Features Key:
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.
Career Mode – Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22.
Player Career – Test your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career mode that gives you more ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the game. Teammate AI now better represents how your fellow teammates move and behave on the pitch so you can better understand the chemistry
between you and your teammates.
Global Transfer Market – A new transfer market that allows you to build your squad, compete and win yourself trophies as you build and manage the best squad on the planet.
New Features including: Attacking Intelligence, an all-new Physics System that adapts to chaos, giving your teammates the ball proper respect, a brand new blood and guts presentation, new views and camera shakes, animation-to-reactions system, Better in-game ball control, and more.
New Ways To Score – Create 15 different ways to score as you add more contextual and situational intelligence to all player actions. From running trails, to dribbling, to “tactics moves”, help your team stay in-the-moment.
Improved Multiplayer Gameplay – New Ranked Seasons system that separates casual players from dedicated players with more competition for your skills as you battle and compete in ranked seasons.
Global Scouting – Improved player ratings now let you see stars from other regions of the world who come to play for your team, the game will even show you if they’ve already signed for your team or if they’re available for negotiation.
Multiple Stadiums, Kits, Localised Updates, and More
Experience the best football on the planet. FIFA 22 delivers an unrivalled authenticity across every facet of player movement and ball flight, tackling and pace, penalty takers and saves, all with the power to immerse you in the greatest football experience on Xbox One. Available with Xbox Game Pass in
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the leading sports videogame franchise, setting the standard in sports gaming with games like FIFA, the EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup, and FIFA Street. Did you know? Official licensed soccer
jerseys are included on every team and every player. What's new in FIFA 22? A NEW SEASON OF INNOVATION – The core gameplay and systems have been improved so the experience is fresh and authentic.
FIFA 22 features a completely redesigned gameplay system. There is a new response system giving all the players in the game individual and realistic reactions to the ball. Every shot has been recalibrated to
provide a more convincing and authentic effect. Players’ shots have been improved and recreated with improved physics and a new shot-impact behaviour. Attacking players’ runs have been improved allowing
them to cut inside and attack with greater speed and intensity. The new time-sensitive break-away system has been implemented to put you in more realistic situations. The defensive AI and calling have been
improved to realistically simulate the pressure and complexity of play. FUTURISTIC STYLE – New environments and new ways to play. The game has been designed to feel more futuristic and deliver a fresh
approach to gameplay and how players move around the field. Players will no longer run around in circles when going for a high-speed run and they will no longer pass to the player they are nearest.
MULTIPLAYER GAMEPLAY – Create your ultimate team, then take on friends and opponents. One game, two modes. Take on the most valued player or the closest-to-you. Unique online experience. FUTURISTIC
UPRISING – Win all 22 matches to set a new era of dominance. Win your team’s way into history with over 600 players. Contribute to clubs around the world as the league ladder is completed. BEYOND THE
BUBBLE – Quick matches, season matches, challenges, and tournaments. Be part of a game-changing experience. Experience a whole new world. EVERY PLAYER, EVERY TEAM – With over 600 playable players,
16 leagues and more than 300 official licensed jerseys, you will represent the best teams, players, and leagues on the planet. FUTURE OF PLAY – A better way to create your own player. Create a player and then
physically shape their style. Unlock custom attributes, kits, and more. NEW WAY TO PLAY – bc9d6d6daa
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Rush to glory in the most comprehensive Ultimate Team mode ever, with thousands of players from over 80 football associations around the world. Build your dream team by collecting and completing a neverending series of challenges, known as Moments. Play through a never-ending fantasy tournament like no other. My Career – Build and manage your player from grassroots to superstardom. It all starts with your
Academy, where you can give your players the pre-game experience and manage them throughout their career. Create your very own stadium and players with an exciting customization mode. Set up your
starting XI and begin to influence the outcome of your matches. FIFA Ultimate 3D League – Fantasy soccer at its best. Take charge of your club and guide your team to glory in the most immersive and complete
FIFA Ultimate Team mode yet. Dare you enter the FIFA 3D League? Compete with your friends in new online modes and challenging seasons. Unlock amazing rewards such as new teams, stadiums, and players.
You’ll have a new perspective on soccer – and your club – with the FIFA 3D League. FIFA 3D World Tour – Be the king of the Tour. Kick-off the new FIFA 3D World Tour and show off your skills across the world.
With the FIFA 3D World Tour, you have the chance to compete against the best players in the world in new online modes and a variety of challenges. Coaching Center – Introduce your players to the newest
innovations in the game. Experience the new Training Engine, which gives you the ability to develop, train, and improve all of your players, from youth players to superstars. The more talented your players are,
the more impactful their in-game performance will be. The 3D Coaching Center has been designed to give you a clear and authentic view of each of your players, allowing you to analyse and manage your players
in a new way. WEAPONS AND PLAYER ABILITIES Goalkeeper Progression – Taking your goalscoring games to the next level. A new goalkeeper rewire has been introduced and allows you to support your
goalkeeper as they cover the box with confidence and creativity. Trigger the rewire instantly with one touch, and even before the goalkeeper makes a save. All-Star Squad – The best superstars in the world have
joined forces. Your team is comprised of an elite squad of the world’s best talent. These stars are the
What's new in Fifa 22:
Career Mode: Play as a Manager or a Pro in FIFA 22.
Create the new FIFA club.
Choose players, kits, stadium, crest.
Decide if you want the Pro or the club to compete in the top division.
Play in new Champions League with more than 1v1 duels.
Navigate the player ratings using the new Match Tactics section.
Player Career: Test your skills as a Pro in many more unique ways.
Complete new Ultimate Drafts.
Add Tactics, Pause, Shot, Recovery Runs, and more.
Launch attack from kick off, normal, direct, lob, or shoot from open play.
Adjust your personal stats to reflect your leadership and on-the-field behaviour.
Personalise your team with Ultimate Pro Sets.
New Tactics: Master all kinds of new attacks, formations, and weather conditions in the new Tactical Editor.
Crush your opponents in new sports science-based tackling options.
Remove opponents from the game and analyse their pattern of play.
Defend with improved defensive options from Set Piece, Small-Sized Box, Long Ball out of Defensive Box, Perfect Disconnect, and Boat Crossing.
Set piece options with new homing shots and traps.
Improved Player Movement.
Repetitive executions with new features.
Adjust Player Joystick controls to match your personal preference.
FIFA Signature Pre-Match Training improves personal stats like Stamina, Pass Accuracy, and Ball Control.
Improved Online Coaching, Training, and Mentoring features.
Shows you tactics and position, where to position your players.
Communicates your performance and learns more from your online interactions.
Post Match Challenge reports are now more accurate to the actual event.
Refine new and improved VAR Advanced.
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 brings the world's #1 console sports franchise to life like never before. Create and play with your friends in the next evolution of the game's iconic franchise modes
with improved My Career, FIFA Ultimate Team, FM+ and more. New ways to experience the game include expanded Live Events, Game Day, and social features. What are your must
haves? Connect your Game Your voice, your controller, the way you play the game. PlayStation VR is the only way to completely immerse yourself into the game and play on-the-go. A
supercharged version of the original PlayStation 4 featuring powerful pro-gaming and multimedia features including 4K Ultra HD, HDR and Remote Play. Play your own PlayStation 4 in
your living room, and enjoy online multiplayer on the biggest stage - the field of the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia™. Discover a new way to play the #1 console sports game. Play Your
Way Play your way: Put the power of PlayStation to work for you. Customize your custom-built console with the power of the PLAYSTATION®4 system. Play in your living room or take
your FIFA gameplay anywhere with Remote Play, the ultimate gaming experience! Intuitive and Immersive Stay connected to the game as long as you want thanks to Remote Play, PS
Vita and PS Vita TV. Local multiplayer can now be experienced from any PS Vita system and PS4 system anywhere. Play with the World Get immersed in the breathtaking world of FIFA
through the power of PS VR. With PlayStation VR, you can play in a new world. A powerful pro-gaming and multimedia system designed specifically for the PlayStation®4 system. The
PlayStation®4 system is the premium choice for an immersive, high definition game with high quality audio. For more information, visit www.playstation.com/en-us/playstation4/ A
powerful pro-gaming and multimedia system designed specifically for the PlayStation®4 system. The PlayStation®4 system is the premium choice for an immersive, high definition
game with high quality audio. For more information, visit www.playstation.com/en-us/playstation4/ Full of Love #FOOTBALL is back. Choose your favorite team and go for glory in the
new FIFA Champion League mode, available free to
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